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ZeeVee Adds Three International Distributors on Three Continents
Gigantika in Indonesia, PRO AV Africa in East Africa and Electro Waves in Finland
Join Expanding ZeeVee Team
LITTLETON, Mass., October 29, 2018 – Three well-known and respected AV
distributors – Gigantika Pratama Prima, PRO AV Africa and Electro Waves – have
joined ZeeVee’s expanding network of premier international distributors.
Gigantika Pratama Prima (GPP), with headquarters in Jakarta, Indonesia, has served
Indonesia’s IT industry as a systems integration and network services company for
more than 20 years. Today, Gigantika has transformed into a full-service IT products
distribution company with a sterling reputation for delivering a broad range of hardware
products and software solutions including industrial networking, video extension and
digital signage.
Technet E.A. Solutions, better known as PRO AV Africa, based in Kampala Uganda
and serving dealers in East Africa, is a regional authorized distributor of professional
audio-visual equipment and customizable solutions supplied by renown international
manufacturers. Its product lines include audio, video, cables and connectors, control
and automation and lighting.
Electro Waves, located in Espoo, Finland, is a family-owned business that represents
the newest technology and has the experience and vision to carry out solutions that can
be seen, heard and felt. The company provides service from design to implementation
and maintenance – always with the best products in market and great expertise. Its
experienced, innovative designers and mechanics are ready to challenge both
themselves and the space to exceed customer expectations and create solutions that
last over years to come.
“ZeeVee is constantly looking to add quality pro AV and IT integrators to our rapidly
growing international network,” said Bob Michaels, president and CEO, ZeeVee, Inc.
“These three new international distributors, each providing top tier sales and technical
support in markets where there is a growing movement towards IP-based video
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distribution, are examples of the high-quality, skilled and reputed partners we are
seeking.”
ZeeVee’s recently introduced SIGNAL global channel partner program, provides
international distributors and the entire AV integration, installer and consultant
community, with a comprehensive platform of technical support, business development
and financial resources for succeeding in local markets.
“The SIGNAL program launch has generated tremendous marketplace interest in joining
the ZeeVee team,” said Michaels. “We welcome additional inquiries from smart, skilled
and entrepreneurial organizations seeking to affiliate with our best-of-breed and proven
marketplace solutions.”
For information about becoming a ZeeVee distributor, contact sales@zeevee.com.
About ZeeVee
ZeeVee (www.zeevee.com) is a global manufacturer of video and signal distribution
technology for the pro AV and IT marketplace. As the only manufacturer today that can
deliver multimedia content over coax, fiber and CATx, ZeeVee has transformed the
digital video industry with its award-winning, HD to Ultra-HD/4K solutions. The company
offers a variety of innovative, cost-effective and easy to install distribution platforms.
ZeeVee is installed in thousands of facilities worldwide where there is a need to
transport HD/UHD content from multiple sources to multiple displays over long
distances. ZeeVee is a founding member of the SDVoE Alliance and a Global Presence
Alliance Technology Partner.
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